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SUMMARY
In summer 2017 a group of journalists decided to establish a media association to
represent the interests of foreign media employees in Turkey, who are facing increasingly
difficult working conditions. Freelancers and Turkish citizens working for international
media are especially in need of support.
The Foreign Media Association (FMA) was inscribed in the official register of
associations in Turkey with the Turkish name Yabancı Medya Derneği on November 28,
2018. The founding of FMA was shared publicly on December 4, 2018.
Our aim, as stated in our founding documents, is to represent our members: professionals
in the media sector who live in Turkey and work for media outlets headquartered abroad.
Our main mission is to:
1. Advise, represent and advocate for members with all official institutions.
2. Protect the rights of our members and provide assistance in emergency
situations.
3. Clarify and challenge statements on misinformation targeting foreign media
journalists and their reporting.
4. Assist members with copyright issues.
5. Cooperate with international and domestic organizations for journalists and
media.
During the first year of FMA’s existence, we have focused on establishing the foundations
for an association that will be sustainable in the long run. Most of the work carried out by
FMA has taken place behind the scenes, dealing with the extended bureaucracy required
to comply with Turkish law and holding meetings with other organizations and
representatives in order to introduce ourselves, strengthen our position and extend our
network of potential collaborators. We have established solid contacts with civil-society
organizations at the local and international level and have had meetings with both Turkish
and foreign officials.
FMA is a young organization, so far entirely funded by membership fees. Due to these
financial limitations, all board members and active members work for FMA on a volunteer
basis in their available free time. This has meant making relatively slow progress compared
to other organizations that have employees, but simply bringing FMA into existence has
been a major accomplishment.
We have started several projects – detailed in this report – mostly without posing an
additional burden on the association’s finances. Still, in order to ensure the viability of FMA,
we need to secure external funding, in particular to hire a part-time employee who can
address bureaucratic and other general tasks, leaving board members free to focus on
moving the association’s work forward. Despite obstacles, we believe it is of utmost
importance to have an organization like FMA that fights for our rights as media personnel
in Turkey and contributes to the creation of a healthier work environment. FMA has had a
good first year considering the circumstances and we firmly believe that it will grow even
more and become even more effective in the near future.
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MEMBERSHIP
FMA currently has 63 members from 20 different countries. Four previous members left the
association due to moving, retirement or cancellation of their membership. According to the
Directorate of Communications of the Turkish Government, there are fewer than 300
foreign journalists accredited in Turkey, thus our memebers represent roughly 20% the
total. There are also many dozens of Turkish citizens working for international media
outlets who are not counted in any tally, leaving plenty of opportunity to expand our
membership base. Some details on the demographics of our members are as below.
(Please note, that “Medium” exceeds 100% due to possible multiple answers.)
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SETTING UP FMA
The most time-consuming work for FMA during its first year was of a bureaucratic nature.
Some of this involved one-time tasks such as finding an office, a necessary step in order to
register FMA officially as an association. Our office is a small, 12m² space in central
Kadıköy. Other start-up requirements included writing and translating the regulatory statute
(tüzük); filling official positions with volunteers; opening a bank account (something that
proved quite difficult for a newly founded association with FMA’s characteristics); buying an
internet domain and creating the website, https://fmaturkey.org (a Turkish version is still in
progress); designing the logo, setting up communication groups; arranging seals, booklets,
printed receipts, etc. required by Turkish law; and contacting and meeting with civil-society
organizations and official institutions to introduce FMA.
Other bureaucratic tasks such as bookkeeping and accounting; filling out different forms as
required by law; managing our social media (Twitter account); vetting and registering
members; checking payments; and searching for potential sources of financial support or
grants for projects have to be done on a regular basis. An official and registered
bookkeeper was needed to hired to professionally handle the tax paperwork.
General Assembly
On March 10, 2019, we held, as mandated by law, our first General Assembly and elected
FMA’s board members, who will hold their positions for a period of three years under
ordinary circumstances.
FMA BOARD
· Christian Feiland (President)
· Evin Barış Altıntaş (Secretary-General)
· Andrés Mourenza (Vice President)
· Batuhan Durmuş (Vice Secretary-General)
· Şebnem Arsu
Back-up FMA Board members: Bradley Secker, Jörg Winter, Sidsel Wold,
Thomas Büsch, Umar Farooq
FMA AUDIT BOARD
· Adrià Rocha Cutiller
· Christian Buttkereit
· Güldenay Sonumut
Back-up Audit Board members: Ilya Topper, Jennifer Hattam, Volker Papst
The General Assembly, which took place in Besiktas, Istanbul, also voted to increase the
membership fee to 30 TL/month for freelancers and Turkish Lira earners and 50 TL/month
for employees, from a previous 20/30TL fee structure. We discussed and agreed to apply
for external funding sources, trying to find the most neutral ones. We also agreed to set up
new projects coordinated by different members.
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PROJECTS
& ACTIVITIES
Turkish Press Law Workshop
One of FMA’s key tasks is to inform and advise our members about their legal rights and
help them overcome obstacles they may encounter during their journalistic work. With this
aim in mind, on May 6, 2019, we organized a
workshop at which our board member Evin Barış
Altıntaş and prominent free-speech lawyer Veysel
Ok, who is also the vice president of the Media and
Law Studies Association (MLSA), informed attendees
about what the Turkish laws allow and do not allow a
journalist to do, and what the press card regulations
state. One of the most interesting points raised by Ok
is that under Turkish law, no press card is needed to
pursue journalistic work in Turkey, something that is
legally true even for foreigners. Months later, the
Turkish Constitutional Court acknowledged this fact in a court case. The reality on the
ground, however, looks a bit different, with the risk of detainment or deportation still
existing even for journalists who have not broken any laws.
The event was attended by approximately 25 people, including FMA members and nonmembers. The event was free for members, while non-members had to pay an entrance
fee of 20TL.

Complaint Form
From the beginning, a very important role of FMA has been to protect our members,
especially those who are freelancers, from
unethical behavior by media outlets and
employers. To help us do this, we created a
form – open to both members and nonmembers – to register problems such as
delays in payments, copyright issues,
unethical treatment or reputation damage.
Once FMA receives a complaint, our board
members check the facts and try to mediate
with the involved parties. In the event that a
single individual or organization receives
three justified warnings resulting from
complaints, FMA will make the case public.
The form can be accessed in English and
Turkish at:
http://fmaturkey.org/complaint-form/
So far, we have received six complaints,
mostly involving issues with payment or reputation damage.
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Survey
Although the Directorate of Communications (İletişim Başkanlığı) of the Government of
Turkey has data on the number of foreign journalists accredited in Turkey, we do not know
the total number of accredited Turkish and foreign media workers as well as those who
work without accreditation or come to Turkey periodically with a temporary accreditation
while officially based in other countries.
In order to get a better understanding of the general situation, FMA initiated a survey. The
survey is anonymous and the questions asked do not include any information not already
known to Turkish officials. The results will also help enable us to share some statistics with
any organizations contacting us and wanting data to report about any event affecting
journalists in Turkey.
Fact-checking / Responding to Trolling of Members
One of the stated goals of FMA is to “clarify and challenge statements on misinformation
targeting foreign media journalists and their reporting”. Unfortunately this is a very common
threat that many have had bad experiences with in the past. This project aims at curbing
the effect of online misinformation, trolling and harassment that targets FMA members
through the implementation of a quick response mechanism that will provide a shield
against the spread of misinformation.
FMA members will not be left to stand alone against an outburst of online misinformation,
harassment and/or propaganda. They can count on the support of the association and rely
on a trusted network of organizations that share the same ethical principles. We have
selected possible partners (local fact-checking organizations) and are in the process of
contacting them to start this project.
Journalism and Trauma Workshop
This planned workshop aims to create a culture of awareness around the topics of
personal safety, stress, violent content and trauma management, while providing the
participants with new tools for managing their well-being in both their professional and
private lives. We have received an offer of partnership to carry out this workshop and
consultations are ongoing in order to offer it during 2020. The aim of this project is also to
establish a free-of-charge, permanent counseling service that is available to the
association's members.
Safety Booklet for Journalists
We aim to produce a booklet with data, tips, graphics and examples that can help FMA
members to navigate through rough waters in their journalistic tasks in Turkey. The project
is in its initial phase.
FMA Member Press Cards
Another project we are evaluating is to create FMA member press cards. The idea is for
each member to have a personalized card indicating their journalistic identity. In order for
these cards to be authentic and difficult to fake we are evaluating different methods such
as an encrypted code which is individually created through the QR in the card or a
magnetic RFID (Radio Frequency Identification).
This project will be especially meaningful for those members who do not have or have
been denied a Turkish press card, or if the Press Card is revoked. Meetings and talks with
numerous organizations have to be held to ensure that a future FMA card would be widely
recognized.
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PRESS CARD
RENEWAL 2019
Every year non-Turkish journalists in Turkey have to go through the process of renewing
their press cards, which is the working permit at the same time, granted by the Turkish
Government’s Directorate of Communications (previously BYEGM), a procedure that has
become more and more arbitrary and very stressful for those who have a press-card-linked
residence permit – which are the vast majority.
In 2019, numerous journalists experienced delays of several months in the issuing of press
cards that obstructed their jobs (for instance, journalists who had not yet received press
cards were not allowed to attend an EU press conference in Istanbul). Renewals of three
press card applications were rejected in written form – which FMA condemned.
FMA provided background information and coordination assistance during this process.
FMA had conversations with corresponding embassies and the EU delegation to ask them
to closely monitor the situation and assist journalists. We were also in regular contact with
Reporters Without Borders (RSF), the International Press Institute (IPI) and the Committee
to Protect Journalists (CPJ) on this issue. Most of the press cards were finally renewed by
May 2019.
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CONTACTS WITH
GOVERNMENT INSTITUTIONS
Directorate of Communications
We have twice contacted the Turkish Government’s Directorate of Communications and
expressed our wish to meet and exchange ideas with Fahrettin Altun, head of the
directorate. The first attempt was made in December 2018, right after the founding of FMA.
That letter was never answered, despite multiple follow-ups. The second attempt was
made at the end of November 2019. We hope to receive some kind of positive reaction
soon, especially as our membership has grown since our first attempt.
Though we have not yet secured an official meeting, a member of the Directorate of
Communications met us for an informal talk in Istanbul in February 2019 so we could
explain what FMA is and what our intentions are in regards to having a healthy relationship
with the directorate. The reaction regarding the forming of FMA was positive, mainly due to
the fact that were are a registered association (Dernek) approved by the Turkish officials.
At this meeting, we reiterated our wish to officially meet Mr. Altun or other representatives
of the directorate, though we know that even ambassadors and other officials rarely get
such an appointment.
Istanbul Municipality
The PR team of the new Greater Istanbul Municipality asked for a meeting with FMA as a
legal Turkish association. Three members of the Municipality Public Relations (Halkla
İlişkiler) Office came to our office in Kadıköy in July and we held a 30-minute conversation
in which they explained their services for associations and offered us a direct contact.
Foreign Diplomatic Missions and the European Union
We have had informal talks with representatives of different embassies and consulates on
the sidelines of several events to which FMA was invited. Their general reaction to the
creation of FMA has been positive. We have also been in contact with the delegation of the
European Union to Turkey through their spokeswoman, press persons and other
representatives of the delegation.
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EVENTS
& MEETINGS
International Media Organizations
Overall, the creation of FMA has been well-received by international media organizations.
In meetings with them, we all have underlined the importance of an organization like FMA
and explained the work conditions in Turkey in detail. On numerous occasions FMA has
been asked to give feedback or general information – mainly off the record.

ÖTZ Communication Workshop
In March 2019 we were invited to attend and speak at the communication workshop
“Austria/Turkey – How is the image/perception of a country established?”. The airfare and
one night’s hotel stay were covered by ÖTZ (Austria Turkey Collaboration). No FMA
money was spent for the trip. The workshop was held in German. More information and
videos are available here: https://www.oetz.org/2019/02/kommunikationsworkshopoesterreichtuerkei-wie-entstehen-die-bilderimages-der-laender/

Reporters Without Borders (RSF)
In March 2019, RSF’s Director-General Christophe Deloire, Executive Director for
Germany Christian Mihr and Turkey representative Erol Önderoğlu expressed their wish to
meet with FMA to get informed about our work. We held a detailed talk over one to two
hours about the general work conditions in Turkey and the problems regarding the press
card renewals at that time.

Committee to Protect Journalists (CPJ)
When CPJ Europe and Central Asia Program Director Gulnoza Said visited Istanbul in July
2019, FMA held an informal talk with her along with CPJ’s Turkey representative, Özgür
Öğret. They were interested in the problems faced by foreign journalists in Turkey. We also
talked about possible cooperation opportunities. One idea they offered was coverage for
freelancers without a proper insurance policy for work-related accidents. Another was the
possibility of assisting in our workshops by sending some of their experts to attend.

European Center for Press and Media Freedom (ECPMF)
In July we met with ECPMF’s Advocacy Officer and Project Coordinator, Nora Wehofsits,
and Legal Support Program leader Flutura Kusari, as well as a representative of the EU
delegation. We introduced them to the concept of FMA and our goals and they offered
some advice and help in searching for funding. They were excited and happy about the
founding of FMA.
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International Press Institute (IPI), PEN, Article 19, RSF
A delegation consisting of senior representatives of IPI, Article 19, RSF, PEN and CPJ
arranged a meeting with several press organizations in September ahead of their visit to
the Turkish Ministry of Justice, the president of the Constitutional Court and the EU
representation in Turkey. They were on a mission which later became a report on press
freedom in Turkey, launched at the end of November in Brussels. FMA is also quoted in
the report (on page 43):
https://freeturkeyjournalists.ipi.media/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/Turkey-Mission-Report-IPI-FINAL4PRINT.pdf

During the visit, FMA was invited to a panel titled “Press Freedom & Democracy:
Challenges Ahead in the Global and Turkish Context” at the Turkey Journalists’ Syndicate
(TGS) Academy.
We discussed in depth the new justice reform package, the new broadcasting regulations
and ways of improving the press card system (e.g. making the issuing process more
transparent; including true non-governmental organizations on the press card commission;
decentralizing the issuing process; and making cards valid for 12 months rather than
expiring on December 31 regardless of the application date). The panel was a good
opportunity for networking with other local and international organizations, including the
Turkish Journalist Society (TGC), the Contemporary Journalists Association (ÇGD), PEN
International and Turkish PEN.

Turkish-Arab Media Association (TAM)
In October, FMA held an informal meeting on various topics with Fatih Öke, the Executive
Director of TAM, an association with more than 1,000 members.

Yabangee & Atölye
In October, FMA participated in “Expat Spotlight #24: Media,” part of a monthly series
“showcasing the freshest, most inspiring contributions being made by Istanbul’s diverse
international community to the city’s cultural, sporting, humanitarian, and business
spheres. An opportunity to share moving stories, reflect on personal experiences and
participate in a resourceful dialogue, we invite foreigners and locals alike to come and
embolden others”.
https://yabangee.com/expat-spotlight-24-media/
https://www.facebook.com/pg/Yabangee/photos/?
tab=album&album_id=2771385029547577&ref=page_internal
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ATTACKS
ON THE PRESS
An attack against one of us is an attack against all of FMA, and we are committed to
defend our members against all kinds of attacks and obstacles confronted in Turkey due to
their journalistic work. We have also shown solidarity to non-members who were treated
unfairly while doing their jobs.
We have issued statements on our Twitter account condemning the physical attacks of
Turkish journalists during the spring 2019 and were present at the first anniversary of
Jamal Khashoggi’s killing. We have shown solidarity with and followed the trials against
Reporters Without Borders (RSF) Turkey representative Erol Öndero ğlu and others in the
“Özgür Gündem case”; against Turkish-German reporter Deniz Yücel, and against
Bloomberg reporters. We also asked for clarifications regarding the deportation of our
Dutch colleague Ans Boerma, whose legal case is being handled by our partners from
MLSA.
SETA Profiling of Journalists
In July 2019, the pro-government foundation SETA published a report entitled: “Extension
of International Media Organizations in Turkey” which examined the Turkish-language
subsidiaries of international media such as the BBC, DW, VOA, Euronews, France24, The
Independent, Sputnik and CRI. It portrayed the media as an apparatus of foreign influence
and listed these outlets’ media personnel – mostly Turkish citizens – by name, including
sensitive information. The way SETA profiled these media workers, who include FMA
members, may intimidate and endanger journalists, making them an easy target for various
types of attacks.
FMA tweeted its concern about the report and also contacted the European Union
delegation in Ankara after discovering that SETA had received EU funding for an earlier
report on “Islamophobia in Europe”. According to the EU delegation’s response, its funding
for SETA’s Islamophobia report was approved back in 2015.
The EU is well aware of our worries and our “repeated questions“ have been getting the
attention of the EU. In November Christian Berger, the head of the EU's delegation in
Turkey, took some time at a press meeting to talk to FMA in private.
We are in contact with the EU to request more information and are pressing them to take a
stance on whether any organization targeting journalists and/or compromising the freedom
of expression is eligible to receive further funding from the EU.

Targeting and Denouncing of the Media
Another cause of concern are the cases of patriotic slanderers targeting foreign journalists
and portraying them as spies. We witnessed a couple such cases during 2019, the most
serious being an incident of someone posting a photo on twitter of a foreign journalist who
was reporting on Turkey’s “Operation Peace Spring” in northeastern Syria and claiming
she was a spy with an abstract logic. According to the post, she could not be a journalist,
since she did not have a camera. Several journalists, including FMA members, denounced
the post, which was then removed by Twitter. This type of case points to the importance of
setting up the fact-checking project proposed by FMA.
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Emergency Support for Members
In December 2019, one of our members was detained, harassed and threatened by police
while reporting about a fatal disease outbreak among horses employed to pull carriages on
Büyükada, Istanbul. FMA closely monitored his situation and provided support, while our
partner organization MLSA arranged to send a lawyer to the island despite the incident
occurring late at night. The FMA member was subsequently released after a few hours and
was not charged with any crime so far. The journalist also filed an official complain against
the police for mistreating him and hindering his work.
FMA tweeted its concern about the incident and continues to follow the case.

FINANCES
& FUNDING
We conclude our first year with a positive balance. This includes some members having
paid their membership fees one year in advance and some cash. Unfortunately, many
members have not yet paid their membership fees.
The initial founding of FMA was covered by donations made by some generous founding
members. These expenses included notary fees, bookkeeping fees, general paperwork
fees and the rental deposit for the office.
The fixed monthly costs of FMA are as follows:
 Office rent
550,00 TL (incl yearly increase of 10% in Sept, 2019)
 Apt Maintenance Fee
60,00 TL
 Bookkeeper
120,00 TL
 Tax
150,00 TL
 Web presence
9,00 TL
This means the minimum cost to keep FMA legally operating is 889,00 TL per month.
FMA’s accounts are available for any member to review by contacting the board.
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THANK YOU FOR READING
We welcome constructive comments and criticism:
info@FMATurkey.org

FMATurkey.org
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